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            We are closed.

            The Alpin Arena Senales is closed. The summer season starts on 29.06.2024!
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                            SNOW FUN NORDIC STYLE

                        
                        
                            Cross-country skiing in Val Senales in South Tyrol 

                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                The cross-country skiing season in Val Senales in South Tyrol lasts almost a whole year. Longer than in almost any other skiing area in the region and long enough to get going as early as September. The Val Senales glacier trails attract training guests and stars from all over the world year after year. But not only that, amateur skaters and cross-country novices also enjoy the perfectly cared for trails, the healthy mountain air and the amazing scenery.

GLACIER CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING: CHOOSE YOUR LEVEL 

The good thing about the glacier cross-country skiing area in Val Senales in South Tyrol is that it offers something for every level. Advanced and professional cross-country skiers meet on the snow-sure high-altitude trail Hochjoch. From September to mid-December, a winding circuit leads across open terrain. The medium-difficulty trail, incidentally the highest cross-country ski trail in South Tyrol, has a length of 5 to 10 kilometres.
 Both beginners and connoisseurs are at home on the Lazaun trail, which is just as snow-reliable. The easy cross-country skiing route (2 km) is open from mid-December to April and offers a wonderful view of the Val Senales glacier peaks.
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                    Special tickets for snow-kids, groups or families. 
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                    WARM-UP FROM SEPTEMBER ONWARDS 

The cross-country ski trails on the Val Senales Glacier are open from September up until the warmer months. You can cross-country ski, skate and train almost all year round in the Alpine Arena Senales.

CROSS-COUNTRIES FOR EVERY LEVEL 

The snow-sure Val Senales Glacier is a popular training area for cross-country skiers, but also suitable for beginners and pleasure skiers. Every level is available between the highest cross-country ski trail in South Tyrol and the easy Lazaun trail.

COMFORTABLE ASCENT  

You can reach the Hochjoch high-altitude trail with the Val Senales glacier cable car and the Lazaun trail with the Lazaun cable car. Both start in the mountain village of Kurzras.
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                        Time to experience something 
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                                                SKIING 

                                            
                                            
                                                Long ski season, plenty of time for adventure and slopes for every level. 
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                                                Sleep well, ride well. Discover the accommodation for sporty guests. 
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                        Funivie Ghiacciai Val Senales Spa
 Maso Corto 111
 I-39020 Senales - South Tyrol
 T +39 0473 662171
 M info@schnalstal.com
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